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AN INEQUALITY FOR DEFINITE 
HERMITIAN DETERMINANTS* 

BY E. F. BECKENBACH 

The proof of M. Ragnar Frisch’s theorem,! The absolute 
value of a symmetric, definite determinant of real elements is at 
most equal to the product of the absolute values of the elements 
of the principal diagonal, may be generalized to establish 
the following theorem of which the above is clearly a special 
case : The absolute value of a definite Hermitian determinant 
is at most equal to the product of the absolute values of the 
elements of the principal diagonal. 

An Hermitian determinant 

(1) 

hn • - • • ki„ 

hnl ’ * hnn 

is a determinant such that 

hr9 “ hsr y ri), 

* Presented to the Society, February 23, 1929. 
t Sur le théorème des déterminants de M. Hadamardt Comptes Rendus, 

vol. 185 (1927), p. 124. This is not a new theorem; see Bachmann, Die 
Arithmetik der Quadratischen Forment 1923, pp. 250-251. It is more the 
method of proof than the result that makes Frisch's paper of interest. 
Though Bachmann does not give the generalized proof of the present paper, 
his proof holds equally for it. 
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where har designates the conjugate imaginary of har. A 
definite Hermitian determinant is an Hermitian determinant 
such that the corresponding Hermitian form 

n 

(2) h — yi hraXrXa) (^r* “ fosr) f 
r,«*=1 

is definite. The reader may readily verify the fact that an 
Hermitian form can never take on a complex value. An 
Hermitian form which is positive (negative) or zero for all 
values of the variables is said to be positive (negative) 
definite; in either case, the form is said to be definite. 

We can suppose the definite form (2) Corresponding to 
the definite determinant (1) to be positive definite, for other¬ 
wise we could consider the form 

h — y ^ ( ^rs) xrxa, ( hra — har), 
r ,8=1 

which would be positive definite, and whose corresponding 
determinant would be equal in absolute value to H. And we 
can suppose the form to be non-singular, for if the deter¬ 
minant were equal to zero the theorem would be trivial. 

The determinant 

hn — X h\2 ■ ■ hm 

F(X) EE 
h2i ^22 — X * * * ^2 n 

Ki hni • * hnn X 

may be expanded into a polynomial in X of degree n, where 
the constant term, H, is unequal to zero. Hence we can con¬ 
struct* 

(3) F(\) m 
[f(X)]»-X 

GW 
where P(X) and Q(X) are polynomials in X and P(X) is of 

* See Bôcher, Introduction to Higher Algebra, pp. 297-299. 
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degree less than n.f As is Well known,* the rQots of the charac¬ 
teristic equation, oHt M/l.l .11 - I - I .1 i.l-,II » 

F(X) = 0, 1 1 t . 

are all real and greater than'pero. Note, then, in the above 
construction, < that/ the coefficients in P(X) are all real. 
Let I 

hn I • % hit, ' 

M = I  ) <rnt rrt ilta l/r’iioj 

(«11 1 • N Ai» \ 

Ki\ ■'■rhJ 

be the matrix corresponding Vo rBy a fundamental 
theorem,! 

Hence, (3) gives aV ^ |f( ' 

(4) [P{M)]\=M. 

It is easy to show that PIM), ‘Being a polynomial with 
real coefficients in an Hermitian matrix, is itpçlft flejy 
mitian matrix of the same ^rder. )^ow let 

\> Ik W Vnlt i "wl (H J H 

0 - k •’* Vij* - k = 5*r). 

' bnl * * * ' r tï 1 T 
Then from (4), 

|~- U' /r* > *0 • 0 Vk, ' 

Whether the form is positive or negative definite, we still 
have M f ► _ 

^ r V ) n 

(5) mod ha = (i = 1,2, • • •n^rwj'jf 
V- ;-»l 

r ' Î 1 - Vj. « r*r 
T !, 

where by mod ha we mean* the modulus, or absolute value, 

 < 1 ^ ■ >1 [ 1 1 lr n i i! tHw 
* See JCowalewski, Einfuhrung in die Determinantentheorie, Leipzig, 

1909, pp. ^80-284.- I y » * ' | ) < | _ n 
t See Çôcher, loc. cit^p. 29q. ^ | / 
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I am indebted to Professor H. E. Bray for the following 
proof of Hadamard’s Theorem. Given the matrix of real or 
complex elements 

Oil 

consider the matrix 

P = 

«2 

Otn 

Pi 

Pi 

Pn 

, a<=(a*i,«t2, 

where 

We note that 

Pi = «I, 

<-i ; 

Pi “ EM,- Hh a». 
;«i 

a*n), 

Ul = l«l- 
Choose the k\ so that, for given i and all j <it 

(jPi)Pj) S PilPjl Hh PiiPji Hh ' ‘ * H“ PinPjn ~ 0. 

That is, 

iL/klPi + = kjiPh&i) + («<>£/) — 

or 

Hence 

k.t = (ai^) 

' (Pit Pi) 

(ai>Pj) = (PitPi) ! 
i-i y-i 

which is real and negative. Now 
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whence 

0 â (ft ft) = 
J—1 J-l 

+ + («•>“<) 
J~1 

t—t 

= (a<,5<) — icf (Pi,Pj) g (a<,a<). 
4-1 

But 

Hence 

M-M- \p\ ■ |£| = RtfiiJù 

or 

1a|•Ia| â 
i*»k 

,«i). 

mod l“l = ni(«i.âi)ji/2. 
i™l 

This inequality expresses Hadamard’s Theorem: The ab¬ 
solute value of any determinant is at most equal to the product 
of the norms {either horizontal or vertical) of the determinant. 
The quantities 

+ or + ^ X) auafj , (i = 1,2, • • • ,»), 

are called the horizontal norms of the determinant |a |, and 
a similar definition holds for the vertical norms. 

Applying this theorem to the determinant |P{M) |, we 
get 

(6) mod i P(M) r s n ( i>«&wY 
i-1 \ / 

Equations (4), (5), and (6) give 

mod H ^ JJ(mod ha). Q.E.D. 

THE RICE INSTITUTE 
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AN INEQUALITY FOR DEFINITE HERMIT IAN DETERMINANTS 

I. The Problem 

M. Ragnar Frisch has proved the following theorem*: The absolute 

value of a symmetric, definite determinant of real elements Is at 

most equal to the product of the absolute values of the elements of 

the principal diagonal; 

-'Vl/ 

, then mod S^TT(mo<| s^). (1) 

By "mod, x" we mean the modulus, or absolute value, of x. The purpose 

of this paper Is the expounding of the details, merely sketched by 

M. Frisch, of the proof of the above theorem, generalizing them, 

however, to establish the following theorem of which the above Is 

a special case: The absolute value of a definite Hermltlan determinant 

Is at most equal to the product of the absolute values of the elements 

of the principal diagonal; 

s„ s,t ... 8^ 

if Ss 
sw * • • 

♦ • • s 

if H = 

h„ h(i 

h h„ 
Xt *■< 

h_, h. 

• f • 
9 

.. .h 

then mod H ^ 7T (mod, h,t.) 
4*M 

(2) 

Each of these Inequalities, it will be noted, Is stronger than that 

expressed In M. Hadamard's theorem on general determinants, a proof 

of which is included in this paper. 

II. Preliminary Definitions and Facts 
A symmetric determinant of real elements, symbolized as in (1), 

*Sur le théorème des déterminants de M. Hadamard, Comptes rendus 

des séances de l’Academie des Sciences, t. 185» P* 1244, séance du 
     T?—  ~L~    —“      

5 décembre 1927. 
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Is a determinant of real elements In which the pairs of elements 

situated symmetrically with respect to the principal diagonal are 

equal; l.e., s^. A symmetric, definite determinant of real 

elements is a symmetric determinant of real elements such that the 

corresponding quadratic form, 

o) 
is definite. A positive (negative) definite quadratic form is a real 

quadratic form which is positive (negative) or zero for all real 

values of the variables; in either case, the form is called definite. 

If c=a+lb is a complex number, we say that c=a-ib is the conjugate 

imaginary of c. Then we define an Hermitlan determinant, symbolized 

as in (2), as a determinant in which the pairs of elements situated 

symmetrically with respect to the principal diagonal are conjugate 

imaglnaries; l.e., h^= h^. Note that, since h^= a^+11^-a^-ib^, we must 

have tw=0; hence the elements of the principal diagonal of an Hermitlan 

determinant are real. A definite Hermitlan determinant is an Hermitlan 

determinant such that the corresponding Hermitlan form, 

Is definite. A positive (negative) definite Hermitlan form is an 

Hermitlan form which is positive (negative) or zero for all values 

of the variables; in either case, the form is called definite. Since, 

whether the form is definite or not, 

h=£ ivx x-Eh x x = h x x = h, 

it follows that an Hermitlan form is^always equal to its conjugate 

imaginary, and so takes on only real values; hence a definite 

Hermitlan form is not the extremely special case that it would be 

if an Hermitlan form could take on complex values as well as real. 
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Inrorderto show "that M. Frisch^ theorem la a special case.of 

the theorem herein presented.» we must show that a symmetric, definite 

determinant of real elements is a special case of a definite Hermitian 

determinant. But to prove that this last is true, we need only point 

out the following two facts. First, a symmetric determinant of real 

elements is a special case of an Hermitian determinant, for the 

former is an Hermitian determinant with the imaginary parts of the 

elements vanishing throughout; i.e., éJ^S^S^, Secondly, if the real 

quadratic form (3) is definite, then the corresponding special 

Hermitian form, 

is definite (and vice versa, obviously). For if in the summing of the 

latter form we group the terms in pairs for r*t, thus 

s^t(u^+ lv^) (u^- iv^ )+s^(ut * iv* ) (u^- iv^ ) 

ss^lu^+v^ )] +«w[utu^+vt^ -Mu^-u^3 
= S^fc(u^ut+Vv. vfr )+s^(ufr u^+v^v^ ), 

and note that 

BSJLVLS IVA ) (U.-iVr )s s„(u>^v,) » 

then we can see that 

If the quadratic form is definite, then the right-hand side of the 

above equation is definite, and so the left-hand side must be 

definite also. 

We can suppose that the form (4) corresponding to the definite 

Hermitian determinant in (2) is positive definite, for otherwise we 

could consider 

'hsC('h^)x^ 
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which would, he positive definite, and whose corresponding determinant 

would be equal in absolute value to H. 

An Hermitian form is said to be singular if the corresponding 

determinant is equal to zero. But if this is the case, the theorem 

is obvious, for then we have 

mod H = 0 ^TT(mod h,;), 

an inequality which always holds. 

Hence we need consider only positive definite, non-singular forms. 

The equation111 ~ ^ SteracterlsUg Equation 

FU)= 
h„-A h(i • ♦ • h** 
K • • ♦ In = 0 (5) 

b~v • • • X 

is called the characteristic equation, and F(A) the characteristic 

function, of the form (4). In the next few paragraphs, we do not need 

to assume (4) to be definite, for the results are true of any Hermitian 

form. We shall show first* that the roots of (5) are all real. It is 
   *" '~U~ **"’*‘%* ■* **' » ' ■■■"— **     !«■' fc* —  V 

sufficient to show that (5) has no pure imaginary root /31 ; for to 

show that «.+Æ1 is not a root of (5)» we need only show that /3i is 

not a root of the characteristic equation of a second Hermitian form, 

namely of 

- 0. 

(h„ hix • • « h/^v 

K 
h^, • • • 

Consider 

*See Kowalewski, Elnfuhrung in die Determlnantentheorie, 

first edition, p. 1J0. 
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C
r i V
 

* ♦ ♦ hw h„ +> 

F(A)*F(-^£ K hix-> • ♦ * ii),w 
♦ 

h*. hxv^A « • • h.^ 

K, • -*h *W h t ...h +A '•■V ' 

lhuhCl .. £ hji^ 

*hJi«7 £l*A. 
‘*t 

this last toeing true because the element in the (r)th row and (t)th 

column Is 

h^/t+h^+... + (h^v->)h^...+h^t(h^A)+. .+h,Ji^£'^h,t if r*t, and is 
tt., w 

K, V+1VAr+• * •+ (*W~>) (iW+>) +... f)aJa.Ctirt if r«t. l~t 

Then if <31 is a root of (5)» we must have 

F(tfi)’F(-0i)s: 

Ih^ + O'Sh,&sO ... SKhtjO 
2^ht)+0 zhJi-sP'’... ^Ja.,+0 

£h .h., +0 £h h.+0 • • * ih .h. +0Z 
-*tv 11 **1 fci- |>*a>/ 

*0. (6) 

To deal with the determinant in (6), consider 

*^k|» • « ♦ &/.*. â*// ûa^iw • • • S»i^v to,, a,u+to„. .. ♦ a„>*v 
â>;/ ton ftu^^.1. • • • Si»-^U« 

8%.,a^+b^ • » »a^„+h^ a, a^v+b,v • • * a^+b,^ b^, a„v4tu ... a.,+b_ 

tX, fit , x ârt J +b,4 » • ♦ Qn«i I |b„ to,, a, 4to, • * * B*,M. +1^,^ 

+ 
bl( s.j.1, Su tbg • • ♦ &t%4bt<w 1 |^\i blt a>, 4tojj • ♦ • fill**. 

h», K>+\, •♦♦a_+bj |tL, to.v a^+ba • • • a_+b_ 

Continuing to expand the determinant in this manner, we have 

a„ âa aÊ) +h, • * ♦ a~+b(,J |a„ to,v a,^ 4to,^ • • •a^.^toi^ 
a„ a H. Sy 4to^ • • ♦ a^+btJ | i a^, tolv ai>^to^ « • * 

a,, s*,, hwi+b^ • • • a,~.+to..J to., a^+to», •«• a^to^. 
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finally the sum of 2W determinants; viz., the sum of all the possible 

different determinants of order n having In their various columns 

either the a’s or the b's of the corresponding column of the given 

determinant* Ve apply this result to (6) and expand each resulting 

determinant about each column containing just zeros and one There 

results the equation 

F(/3i)*F(-i3i)s0l~+o;tf~V...+<r 0* +o^=0, (7) 

and since all possible arrangements of the zeros-and-one-#1' columns 

were represented in the determinants, and since (3X always appeared 

in the same row as column, it follows that <n- is the sum of all the 

1-rowed principal minors of the determinant 

Z-KK*. ... Sh,th^ 

Shtfhi, • •. £ h^h^ 

... ifh .h. 
tsrj 'HI 

(8) 

Consider now a p-rowed principal minor of (8): 

£'K.i 
r 

h^h^, h^h^ .. .h. h, ^ 
*v v> 

r 1 
JL J ...A flp-l 

h . h. h^.h . * * 

sw 

£ 
V * • *V, 

h-.«, • # • h*j 

h^ * * 

•h. 
*> 

(9) 

the intermediate step being justified by an obvious extension of the 

expansion explained at the bottom of page 5» and the last step by the 
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fact that h^ =h^ . In this last sum, we note that if any two &' a are 

equal, then the corresponding determinant vanishes; hence these terms 

may be discarded* We now consider subgroups of this sum, having in 

each group all the terms obtained by permuting the definite set 

(obtained from 1,2,...,n). 

Such a subgroup can be represented by 

*va. 

Kt /*LX‘Z • • *h^ 
< 
t! 

v ft 

^K, • * 

— ^K, * * 

V * * *h^Kf 

® ^ 

£«(-1) h^j.h^. 
^ > 

where there are required j Interchanges of pairs of numbers to obtain 

K,, K,., from fr., -, , this being the number of Interchanges 

of columns, and so of signs, necessary to obtain the MKM determinant 

from the equal - except at most for sign - "t" determinant. But by 

the definition of a determinant, 

j _ _ 
( -1) h _ h^ . . «tu* * 

• • *hy K, 

\x, 

Hence our subgroup is equal to the product of two conjugate deter¬ 

minants, 
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b?*, b^ • « .h^ 

b^ h^Kv ♦ • «h^. • bAK. b<«v .. 

b^n, b^Kt • ♦ ’b^x, b^K, b^Kv .. .h^ 

and so is positive or zero. Then the principal minor (9)» "being the 

sura of such subgroups, is not negative; and , being the sum of all 

such principal minors (and clearly, then, the sum of the products 

of all the p-rowed minors of the determinant H by their conjugate 

imaginaries), is not negative. Then since 

F(/3i) *F(-/3i+ <r, (?’’*’*+*.. + a^,, 

it follows that, for/3^0, 

F(/Ji)‘F(-/31)P 0, 

an inequality, which, compared with (6) and (7), establishes the 

impossibility of /31 being a root of (5)» 
' ~~ T7T~ AiPDrthogohaT Trahaf ormat 1 on 

We can now show that if p is a p-fold root of (5), then the 

determinant F(p) is of rank (n - p). Since, by the above paragraph, 

/«must be real, it follows that F^) is an Hermltian determinant; 

and F(f> + *)= G(a) is the characteristic function of that determinant. 

Then X=0 is a (2p)-fold root of the equation 

G(/0*G(-^)r±"A Î ‘ • 1 X* •*" ~ ° 

i lb 
so that X is a factor of G(A)‘G(-/l); hence —,,•• 

are zero, while ^ ^is not zero. But *?,- , where M£ is an 

i -rowed minor of F(p) and where the summation extends over all such 

£-rowed minors. Then from 

2. ~ Q c 0,l,...,p-l), 

*See Kowalewski, loc. cit., p. 280. 
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it follows that all more than (n - p)-rowed minors of F(/°) are zero, 

since 

M M 0 

Also, from 

2 Hi tO, 
t 

it follows similarly that not all (n - p)-rowed minors of F(/°) are 

zero*. Then F(p) is of rank (n - p). 

Accordingly*, for the set of homogeneous equations» 

(h„-/°)x, + -h,^ +...+ 

h^x,'►(hll-/
t>)xJ.+...+ h^x^-0 (10) 

we can find p linearly Independent sets of solutions: 

(1= 1» 2, • • •, p) j 
independent 

further, no p + 1 linearlyAsets of solutions can be found. 

We shall make use of the following symbolism in the sequel: The 

two sets of numbers, 

x,,xx,..,x^ and y,*^**-»!^ 

we shall designate by 4x.)r and ij)- respectively, and the sum 

x, y «.yjs f x*y. 

by U,y). 

Let* 

X-! , • • • 

*See Boeher, Introduction to Higher Algebra, Chapters 3 and 4, 

particularly p. 32. 

^See Kowalewski, loc. clt., pp. 281-284. 
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be a solution, differing from 0, 0,..., 0, of (10). Then 

(x' ,x' ) =x' x,' +x^x'♦... 4xix^ > 0. 

The set 

x-_ 
VU', X) 

» » • * • » x4_ / x/ 1 
VU' V ^ v/(x'" x<) ; or ^>/(x'’ x$ J , or 

x; ,x; (11) 

is also a solution, differing from 0, 0,.*., 0, of (10), and has the 

property that 

Let 

, x',x,+xX+...+xlxL 
(X ,x )= —    — - 1. 

x|x' <xt+...+x/x^v 

A, »Al !#•« 
be a solution of (10) which is not linearly dependent on (11). Then 

x;' -MX,' , x" 4iXx , ....xi+axl 

is a solution of (10) which is not linearly dependent on (11); for 

if it were, we should have ^w.tk e,4o, 

Q, X'. +cj (xt* +>x(- )= (c, +cvA )xj +ctx* = lt, Xt! +c*x"~ 0, 

contrary to hypothesis. Then 

(&" +AX'] ,x' )s x; 4x" x» -f.-.+xixi +AX; x>*x^ x' 4...+^ r 

= (x" ,X' )+*(X' ,x' )= (x" ,x' )+X. 

Hence, by choosing so that 

(x" ,x' )ta«0, or *=-(x" ,X/ ), 

we have 

(x" +*X' ,x' )5o. 

Further, the set 

x" +*x' 

( '/(Lx" nx'l ,lx" +>X/]> 

or 
X// // 

» #A^ i • » • f A 
•I 

sri/ (12) 
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has still the property that 

(X" ,X' )= 0, 

and also the property that 

(X" ,X* )= 1. 

Similarly, if 

v/// v (ft — 
9 0 0

 * 

is a solution of (10), linearly independent of (11) and (12), then 

the same is true of 

ix" +ax' +^*-X" >. 

We have now 

(fee"' +XX' **x"J ,X' )= (x'" ,x' )+>(X' ,X' )+^(X" ,X' )- (x'" )+*; 

and 

(ex'" +AX' -^x"],x" )= (x"' ,x" ) + Mx' »x" )>(X'' ,X" ) — (x"f ,x" )+/-, 

since from (x” ,X' ) - 0 it follows that (X' ,X" ) ~ 0. 

Hence, by choosing 

>= -(x"' ,X' ) and 

we have 

(&T ^X' +AX"J ,X' ) - 0 and 

And the set 

(x'% *X'+/+X" ) 

yj (Jx'” 4-XX' ^X"J , Ik"1 +7\X' v^O) 

-(x'" ,x" ), 

(§c"’ +>x' +/-X"),X" )= 0. 

or 
X/// — /// Y"/ 
, * • • * * A*o 

has the properties that 

(X'" ,x' ) = 0; (X'" ,x" ) = 0; (X"' ,x'" )= 1. 

Continuing thus, we have finally p solutions of (10) having the 
<***■-% II». w»» »> "l< *■ » — " -»'■»«■ —-«■» ' w — 1 ■ <1 -« ■ '«I I— , l,,,> »    I» 1 V. 

properties 
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(x",x“’) = 0; (x“ ,X° ) = 1; (i,J=1.2 Pi 1*J). 

The equation (5) has n real roots,/? , ft,..., ft, where a root 

of multiplicity p is counted as p roots. If the development of the 

above paragraph is applied to each multiple root of (5), there 

results the system, 

X,,Xt ,* *•,x_ 

x",,x'; ,...,x_i 

where the set in the (i)th row is a solution of the set of equations 

obtained from (10) by replacing P by Pc . Here 

(X(" ,X^)=1 (i = l,2,...,n) (12A) 

and 

(xto ,XW) = 0 l£_/ft-/°j. 

We shall show that this last equation is still true if /? • We 
— 1 - -i I, . . ,IL ■ • ■ ■ — ... - - ■--> » u. - ■ . . x- ,w.—r ,i  — .. —- i I i , . — i J 
have from (10), 

(h„ - pi ) x';’ •*- h,X + • • * KïCu0 

hI(x;° +(htv-?)X~V..+ KXL-0 

OJ V _ 

^u,X, + ^X,. + .. + (h^- Pt- )X^=0 , 

and also another similar set of equations obtained from the above 

by replacing i by j throughout. More compactly, these sets may be 

written 

to) 

rO ^ i ») 
£ X. = Pi x^ (13) and 2h^x"’=/5x“’ (14) 

(^ = 1,2, #,n). 

Equation (13) becomes 

*10 ^ ^ 
/V 

when both sides are multiplied by 3^J), the inclusion under the 
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—. 0) 
summation sign being Justified by the fact that X+. is constant for the 

summation. Sum now with respect to /r\ 

(15). x;t~, * ft c si~ • 
Equation (14) yields 

TL xV'tQ -V rj -V » ■t-t 
and from this* 

— (c) _(j) g. 

and finally, by interchanging/^ and t in the intermediate member (a 

notational change only), 

0-63 - . 

Subtracting (16) from (15) » we have 

C/? -0 )|x"xj'= o. 
But , by hypothesis, so we must have the desired result: 

SLX^’X^ (Xt0,X0,)= 0 (1,J =1,2,...,n; i^J). (16A) 

We have shown this to be true also for /°c ~/°j . 
/»<0 

In the Hermitian form (not necessarily definite) ,2. h^ x^x, 

substitute 

x' z, tx;: ZjL*...*xlj'xt. 
This gives 

f.,h~ x^S£ « | h... x£.xy =2 [h..( | xf’z,) < îxj” v] 
=£[f£N*r*r>K^- 

Consider . 
X, x; 

(17) 

On CM. • • 
Cxx • * • a l-K- 

c , c , ♦ • wC syi.1 "•H* ÎL >V/|V 

x; x; ...X' 
x; x; ..•XI 

r xr * ♦ • A*, 

h h, .. .h h /x. «v 
hv h^, « » .h4_ 

h h , •. .h 
'*C/ 'M 

.x1 

x; X" ...X 

/*> 
I 

x_ x_ ...x; 
The element in the (l)th row and (t)th column of the determinant of 

the product of the last two of these is ^E-h.. X(* , by the theorem on 
j=/ ^ J 
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the multiplication of determinants. Similarly, then , the element in 

the (r)th row and (t)th column of the determinant of the triple product 

above is 

c = ^ (xfl£ h , xl?) = £ h.. XwX(t), 
^ C--, <■ r-, CJ J <jj=( CJ *• J 

Substituting (18) in (17)» we have 

(18) 

(19) 

Equation (15) is true whether the i and J involved there are equal 

or not. Then (15), (18), (16A), (12A) yield 

c^.|hi,x7xr=^|x
irxf= o 

<wxr*r-/3> • 

Making these substitutions in (19), we have 
■<**' +%At 

**•/ 

if j and 

(20) 

We return now to definite Hermitlan forms. Equation (20) shows 

that a necessary and sufficient condition that an Hermltlan form be 

positive (negative) definite is that all the roots of the character¬ 

istic equation (5) be positive (negative) or zero. For if the form 

is positive (negative) definite and if ft. were negative (positive), 

we could set each z equal zero except zc- equal 1; then the form would 

equal ft and be negative (positive), an impossibility. The converse 

is obvious, in view of (20). 

Recall that we are dealing with only positive definite, non- 

singular forms. Then the roots are all positive and greater than 

zero (since in the expansion of F (A) as a polynomial in}\, the 

constant term ls^'qual to zero). 

_ . V. ïhs Fundamental Lemma, . 
We are now in a position to prove the lemma : 

*Cf. Bôcher, loc. cit., pp. 297-299. 



f F(A)= 
Q(A) 

where P(A) and Q(A) are polynomials In A; P(A) Is of degree <n; 

and the coefficients In P(A) are real. Let the roots of F (A) toe 

a,b,c,...; these are all positive» as we have shown. Then 

F(A) =fcfitA-a)T(A-b)s(A-c)v... (<*+0+^+.-.. = n) 

Let 

F.UJsf-T (A-bftx-cf... 

Fx(X)^Sx-&r (X-c)v... 

and, with undetermined coefficients, let 

A(X) = A0+A; (A-a)+Ax(A-a) + ...+A*_,(X-a) , 

B(A) = B„ +3, (X-to)+Ba(X-üf + ...+B(3-,(A-bf'/, 

From these form 

P(X)3 A(X)F,(A)+B(A)FJ.(X)+... 

The degree of P(X) clearly cannot exceed (n~l). We shall determine 

the coefficients ,BC t ».., so that the conditions of the lemma shall 

be fulfilled. Since F^A), I^(A),... are divisible toy (A-a)*, then 

[p(»J -A will be divisible toy (A-a)* if and only if the same is true 

of 

0(*) s (A(X)]
1
*[F,(^)]

!L
 -X. 

Now the necessary and sufficient condition that 0(A) toe divisible 

by (X-a) is that 

0 ( ^ ) =(!&l>
a"(a-b fa (a-c f*... -a - 0. 

That is, that 

 B.  

' tf(a-to)^.(a-cr... 

Note that here the right hand side is real, greater than zero, and 
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finite. Hence two distinct real values are determined for . Choose 

either of them, say the positive, to represent A*, . We have 

S*'(/0 = 2A' (XUMCF.Ü)]* +2fA(X)],F((A)Fl
/(/0 - 1 

= 2A'(^)A(A)CF,(^)]1 +R, (X). 

0'(*)s 2A"(X)A(A)[FIU)]1 +R*U). 

0*(A)S 2A^a)A(A)[F,(A)]a +R4U), 

where R*(A) is an integral, rational function with numerical 

coefficients of A ,A.',... ,A^ °,F, ,F,',... ,F(
H. A necessary and sufficient 

condition that 0(X) be divisible by (A-aJ^ls that 

^1*-) = 2-/A,A0[F,(a)]
i +Ra(a)= 0, > - i,2, , 

That is, that 

K>~ 

-B» (a) 

2WAe[F,(af 
(21) 

Now, A(a) « A0 , A'(a) *■ A, ,... ,A^'°(a) = (^> -1)/ A„,_,, 

so that, if we determine each A* in order (-* ~ 1,2,... »*-l) by (21), 

it follows that for each-» , R^(a) will be aknown constant. Note that 

kA , given by this formula, is real. Having determined A„ ,A, ,... ,A«_, 
mm a»" ■|"**^ l—». » *■ > w ’-V " *' *■“ "" 1 O’** 

so that [P(?)]Z -A is divisible by (A-a)* , we can determine the Bt-,Cc-,.. 

in the same manner, having the »... real such that (P(>)]'1’ -1 
^+0 '"W—» 1 —» ">|'W ■I-» ■ » ■ 009 * » ■ 1 ,m ** """ ~ L 

is divisible by (X-b)0, (A-c)1" ,... ; and finally, then, such that 

fF(A))1 -X is divisible by F(X). This proves the lemma. 
VI. Some Matrix Theory 

Some essentials of the theory of matrices are necessary for the 

remainder of our development. Briefly*, these are: The sum (difference) 

of two square matrices of order n is taken to be the matrix of order 

n in which each element is the sum (difference) of the corresponding 

elements of the given matrices; their product to be the matrix of 

order n in which the element in the (i)th row and (j)th column is 

the sum of the products of the elements in the (i)th row of the first 

*See Bôcher, loc. clt., sections 21, 22, and 25. 
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matrix by the corresponding elements of the (J)th column of the 

second; and the product of a scalar by a square matrix of order n 

(or of the matrix by the scalar) to be the matrix of order n in which 

each element is the product of the scalar by the corresponding element 

of the given matrix* The matrix of order n, 

/I 0 ...0\ 
/0 1 ♦ ..0 

\0 0 » • • 1; i 

we shall designate by I. 

Let * 

M «=• 

/h„ h(i. ...lO 
hy • • »h2,-ns 

be the matrix corresponding to H. We have 

FU)= ajr+a_(r'' +••• +a0 . (22) 

The polynomial in the matrix M: 

a^M +a^ M +... -*a0I 

we designate by F(M). Let A£j be the product of (-lP by the minor 

obtained by striking out the (i)th row and 0)th column of 

M-XI 

hrf -X h,* . 

K V* • 

.h -a 

Then 

A,- 
C°) 

*See Bocher, loc. cit., section 101. 

and 
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/A, A„...AJ\ /Srr1 »... <■ <r°r *... »c 
C = 

A„ A,* • • • A 'I *-z» ■% 

\A^ 

• * ^ *• • • 

Cfa>< A + • • • c^y 4 +* • • • +C, «* XL 

(c£'A ' +...+C 

— <L* ' +Q^.iA •♦... +C0 , 

(by the laws of operations on matrices), where 

^rcr^.c^ 

c =■ 
‘W-J- 

é"'1 c'^ «... d~"', W
/l W1L * * 

Vfc" cr ...<e;y. 

» • • <£J X" '+* * •+C' v) 

(23) 

y 

That Is, MC-AC = F(7i)I; and substitutions here from (22) and (23) give 

-Q^X" + (MC_( -Q^ ) A~"' t... + (MCX -C, ) A1 + (MG, -C0 )A fMQ -a^I>~ +a_, I X~V.. .*a.1. 

Equating coefficients of corresponding powers of , we obtain 

MCo - - ap I 
MG, "*C Q ~ Q>f I 
MC* -C, - X 

MGL, -CU • I 
-CL, * a^I. 

Multiplying these in succession by I, M, M*, . ..,M~, 

have the left-hand members cancelling out, and get 

a^ M +cin.-/ ^ • • • +a„ I ~ 

and adding, we 

Ü 0 ... O' 
0 0 .. .0 

p 0 .. 9 

which la a fundamental theorem in matrix theory; 

*See BScher, loc. cit., sections 11 and 23» 
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F(M)~ 

00 ...0 
00 ...0 

\ô’ô'!!!o 
(24) 

By our lemma, 

[P(*)P -A* F(A)-Q(A)i 

and this identity necessitates that the polynomials in A represented 

by the two sides of the identity shall have equal coefficients for 

corresponding powers of A . Hence, we are Justified in substituting 

M for A, getting 

0(Mf -M«F(M)*Q(M), (25) 

an identity between polynomials in the matrix M. Since the associative 

law holds for the multiplication of matrices*, it does not matter 

how the factors in M* are grouped; we shall, however, always take 

M*= MM1'. Now, by the laws of operations on matrices, the powers of 

a matrix of order n are matrices of order n, the product of a scalar 

by a matrix of order n is a matrix of order n, and finally the sum 

of matrices of order n is a matrix of order n; hence, P(M) and Q(M), 

being polynomials in a matrix of order n, are matrices of order n» 

BÔcher tacitly assumes"^that the matrix resulting from first multiplying 

two polynomials in the matrix M together as polynomials and then 

collecting the resulting matrices into one matrix, is the same as 

the matrix resulting from first collecting the terms of each original 

polynomial into a single matrix and then multiplying the two matrices 

together as matrices. Though this is true, it is not obvious, and 

*See Bôcher, loc. clt., section 22, theorem 2. 

+See ibid., p. 299. 
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therefore must be proved. Designate I by M and let two polynomials 

in M be 
(f» . Jt A-' o £ & 

R (11)5 rAM +$.,U H £ rdu = £,1* 
o -£ 4 

T (M)s t*M ft*.,!! +... +t„ M = 2. t M = 2 ÎL , 
and 

where Ld and are matrices of order n . And;, in collected 

matrix form, let the polynomials become 

C'HL * 
R (M)- 

I r Y* 

[r r v*-nr 

and T (M)= 

i M t(1 * « « t* 
l'a. l'a» •••t>^ 

vL, t^ . • .t_ 

The element in the (i)th>.row and (J)th column of the matrix A(B+C) is 

g a •>, [Dj., +Cjt ■ a. b. + 2a c. , 
^ v -*7 v*‘j ' f-, t-t ^r, V; » 

which is also the sum of the elements in the (l)th row and (j)th 

column of the matrices AB and AC. Hence, 

Similarly, 
A(B+C)W-: (AB+ACT' 

(B.C)‘1« (BAICA)'"" . 

That is, the multiplication of matrices is distributive. This 

result may be extended to any number of terms; thus, 

(L, +Lj‘~‘(N1 (L, +LJ
(
"N, +(L, +L J~NX = (L,N, +L,N, +L, Nt )'~, 

and so on. Finally, 
-A JL (xn, , 4. .If) . ^ .<f)l 

UFA ) 5C(^L^ (£V -» ' 
{[R^MJI CT^MÜ'^H fR(^M)] [Tln[M)] , 

or, 

which is the desired result. Note that 

[Rf\lH)]- CT^(M)] 5 [J/k \ \ M 

so that in obtaining (25) from the fundamental lemma it did not 

matter which of F(X)'Q(A) and Q(X)'F(X) we took for the right-hand 

side of the Identity. 
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Hence, we have shown that (25) may be written thus: 

-M = (Fil)]- [ . 

Substituting here from (24), we have 

[p^Uf -Me 
/o o ...crt 

or 

Q, (M), 

Let 

b„ b( • « . b.. 
ba, b,t • « »b^ P(M)s l^JI +^M ♦. ..tb0I = 

b^i • • « b».., 

where, by the lemma, b* is real and m Is less than n. We shall 

show that P(M), being a polynomial with real coefficients In 

the Hermitlan matrix M, Is Itself an Hermltlan matrix. This 
% 

problem resolves Itself into three parts. First, the powers 

(s *= 0,1,2,... ,m), of M are Hermltlan matrices. Obviously, this 

is true for s=l; and for s=-0, we have M*=I, a special Hermltlan 

matrix. The element In the (jjJth row and (J)th column of M* is 

• The element in the (^)th row and (J)th column of M^M M* 

^h, f h.. h„ : , orf f hfîh,,h.; . Assume that the element In the 
J*' *V' d'J 7v* 

(g^)th row and U)th column of M*’’ Is 

^ ^ ^ ^ h^ . h. q ... h, 0 h„ :. 
fa-V <?»'/.*' </*'>}*-/•-' 

If this be true, then the element in the (i)th row and (J)th 

column of is 
^ /fV /•<. 

£« fr- * *V;.h?.y » 
2T « • •£ 2 ht. a 

b-r* $%*' 
or 

la 
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Hence, the Induction is complete, and the formula holds for all 

Integers s>l. Then the element in the (j)th row and (i)th 

column of M is 

? • • « ^ h, * * » htf * s ^ h. # « » h . — h, • • * • h j 9 
* * __ ^ — —- 

* s . » « ^ h • • • h*? ; 
/«-,*' /=< *• i 

(by first making a change of notation, then rearranging the 

order of summation and the order of terms in the product, and 

finally utilizing the fact that h^- ï^,). This is the conjugate 

of the element in the (i)th row and (j)th column, as we wished 

to show. Secondly, the product of a real scalar by an Hermitian 

matrix is an Hermitian matrix, for the product of a real scalar 

by the conjugate of a complex number is the conjugate of the 

product of the scalar by the complex number. Thirdly, the 

sum of a number of Hermitian matrices is an Hermitian matrix, 

for the sum of a number of conjugates of complex numbers is 

the conjugate of the sum of the complex numbers. Hence we have 



[P(KST5 
• • • to; 

,b„ b„ • • • to, \ / ^i-kbfez * • 

^ubu • -%AV 

\tL, t3Lj_ • . • b—, J N^blA»/ ^Lsfeiz • 

; ^JP°,JL ^tyjpzA ••• ^-^U^.A\ ^/î. • • *k/-n^ 

* • • ^A-À-A,1=M = 

* * * Jî^/fefcX 

^£/ • ♦ «11. ‘tf'W 

7 7 
Hence 

h,,- - % tub,.. 4 4 i A 
(29) 

I am Xn^.ebtet^fpaprofessor°§ray for the following proof of 

Hadamard's theorem. Given the matrix of real or complex elements, 

/o(u ^i. • 

Q(s I 

Consider the matrix 

/ft, @<i. • • • A. 

/35 

and where 

A/ Gx\’ ' 0 I = I 

\aw A.-A-; 

/? = *« 

where = ( “V,, ...» *<~) « 

where = ( Æ,, • • •, *®«0 » 

=-^î A •** = (^t<»','o<=K,^<3<'A + 0liA, * * <x‘>— + 0<a-~). 

Pc = S' >• Æ +■ J~/ «* J 

Note that to obtain &•, we multiply constants into certain rows of ct 

and add the resulting elements to the corresponding elements of <** ; 

hence 

IPM'I 

where |/3| and I* l are the determinants of the matrices /? and « respec- 
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tively. We wish to choose the 4Î so that for given 1 and all j<i, 

( A , )5JC 5 4 +/S ^ + * ' ' +ft~ = ° 

We do this for 1= 2,3,...,n In succession: 

(/%,«)= (PM )-A* (A ,P, M«a.Â) = Oi 

this necessitates 

IS 
-K.fl ) 

( /5; » Â ) 
Continuing, 

) = ([fX§<-*A4 )=jlPjJj )*K.4>= 0; 

this necessitates _ 
-(***> Pj ) 

Hence, 

and 

- 

> Iffj.iSj) 

C~l _. 

Here the right-hand side of the equation is obviously real and negative 

or zero, so that the left-hand side must he real and negative or zero 

also. Similarly, 

for the conjugate of a real number is equal to the real number itself. 

Now 

o -(/?.,£•) - (c|A P* * * J » t**; fy + ) 

WSJj)+ %%{«< ,%)+% , Pj ) ) 

But 
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M‘ 1*1 = I<3M^I = 

Hence, 

(<?, ,a) 

{P*.P, ) 

(ft MZfcO 

( Pz $ fit. ) * * * ( ftv 9 fi+v ) 

) ( ft, Â ) 

, ft) i 0 ... 0 
/HZ 

0 ( ft».» ft. ) ... 
0 

i&,&)i 

0 Ô ... ( ft t ft™) 

or 

»•' w 6 a.) . 

The quantities -J (<*«,, *t.) , or » (1= 1,2,...,n) 

where the positive root is always understood to be taken, are called 

the horizontal norms of the determinant IM. Similarly, the vertical 

norms are J~% *iC (i =1,2,... ,n). 

We have thus proved Hadamard's theorem: The absolute value of any 

determinant 

is at most equal to the product of the norms (either horizontal or 

vertical) of the determinant. 

We apply this theorem1 to the1 d'etermlnant |P(M)( , getting 

mod | P (M)) ^ btAb,x , 

or 

mod |P (M)r ^ 7T[j| 3* (30) 

Equation (29) shows that htt- Is not negative for a positive 

definite form; for a negative definite form, ht.t- would not be positive; 
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in either case, 

Also, mod |p(M)f-mod |M|-modH. Hence, (30) becomes 

mod H £TT (mod h.) Q. S. D 

IX. Addendum 

A simpler proof of the theorem presented by M. Frisch had 

been given previously* This proof is independent of Hadamard's 

theorem and is more direct. The proof, extended to definite 

Hermitlan determinants (which Bachmann did not consider), 

may be given as follows. 

As before, we may consider our Hermitlan form as being 

positive definite and non- singular. 

Lemma 1 « The positive definite non-singular Hermitlan form 

vanishes only when its variables are all zero. 

For, suppose there were a set, c, ,cz ,... ,cw, not all zero, 

such that the form vanished: 

Since not all the c‘s are zero, K(x)£0; for otherwise we should 

have to have the coefficient of each u^ and each iv/ vanishing 

Now Ie1 

Then 

Jk 
See Bachmann, Die Arlthmetlk der Quadratlschen Formen 

pp. 250 - 251. 

'f'Cf. BScher, loc. clt., pp. 132 - 153, theorems 3 and 4 
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separately. That Is, 

h(( c, +.. .+tVJ^+h„ c, +.. .+hlrKc_ « 0 

h,, c, + .. .+ta^c_»h„ c, m.. 0 

K,c, +.. .+h X4il,c, f.. • +ht.e_ 0 

he, +.. .+h c «h c m.. .«h c 0, 

or, 

h„ c, + ... +î\J5^ - 0 

h c, +...+h c = 0. 
'n.i • ^ 

Then the sets of h’s in the different rows would be linearly 

dependent, and we should have 

K 

a contradiction. 

Then since K(x)^0, we can choose a set of x's, 

such that 

Let 

Then 

k = K(s) ^ 0. 

Jf hs^s. = c. 

^ tac, ) = c+^. 

(s( ,s^, >S 

For real values of the left-hand side of this equation gives 

particular values for our positive definite non-singular form, 

and so is always positive. But the right-hand side has opposite 

signs for large positive and large negative values of à . Hence 

the assumption that the lemma is false has led to a contradiction 

Lemma 2. The principal minors of a positive definite 

), 

* See Bôcher, loc. clt., p. 36, theorem 1. 

+ Cf. Kowalewskl, loc. clt., p. 239. 
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non-singular Hermitlan determinant are all unequal to zero, 

Assume the contrary: 

D — 

hM * * ’\ij 

—Q . 

hal h. 

This Is the determinant of a positive definite Hermitlan form 

obtained from ^ 

Jjy setting all the x's equal zero except x^ ,x^, ...,x^. Now 

D vanished, then the sets of constants In its j^ewiTwould be 

linearly dependent* and we would be able to choose definite 

values of sL ,5c. .5 , not all zero, such that At 

VV--*+1Wvr 0 

h, ,x1+...th^x^= 0, 

or, multiplying the above equations by x^ ,x^.x^respectively, 

lUj. X.X. . th.. x,x. =0 

h. , x, x. +... +h. . x. x.- 0. 
->4 ■*, ->> > 

Hence, the assumption that any principal minor, D, vanishes, 

has led to the conclusion that the corresponding positive definite 

non-singular form vanishes without all the variables being zero. 

This is a contradiction to lemma 1. 

<•* TIX*-K* xlx,x. ’ 
where 

h „ h,3| 

V h-, » V 
If 

K 

fZ 1 
1 f * • * t 

K\ 
Ay 

Av • • • 

See the first footnote on p. 27* 

Cf. Bôcher, loc. clt. p. 140, theorem 2. 
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and where 
X, = x, + <%xt + ^x3 . + (Lx„, 

X*.- Xj + ÆjXj + ♦ • • +/^nX^w y 

X_f X_. 

Designate by 4^ the cofactor of h^t In A^H. Consider the Hermitlan 

form 
4Mx* 

where k^h^ excepting that k^b,^- . The determinant of our 

new form is 

Bs 

h. -h. 

h»*. • • • h “ A_. 

= A~ “ A~-7 o • 

And this determinant is of rank n-1,since by lemma 2, A^.^O. 

Since the result of forming the sum of t£e products of 

the cofactors of the elements of one column by the corresponding 

elements of any other column of a determinant is zero (for this 

corresponds to a determinant having two identical columns), we have 

k/*A~ +k«A*~ • * +^<4^® 0, (t = 1,2,... ,n-l) ; 

and since B=0, the relation holds -also for t=-n. Dividing 

through by A^JQ, we get 

k/t°, + • • • +knf °» (t = 1,2,... ,n), 

where 0:4^, or, multiplying these n equations respectively 
-TV/H- 

by the corresponding xt, and adding, 

S k c.x H 0. 

Similarly, considering rows instead of columns, we have 

or. 
K. 4*. +kA +... +k k - 0 

4 c +k c +... +k =0, 

(F -* 1 > 2> • • f II) f 
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where 
4
“ A_

S
A_ 

or, multiplying as before, 

.^kx^c = 0. 
'7*3/ '•V -fc 

In particular, 

Kence, 
  — **0 

* 

Put >= -x^, and note that in the left-hand member all the terms 

containing x^ and 3drop out, since c^,=l. That is, 

JLk-* ) (xt -x_ce ) , 

where x^=x^-c^x^. By the definition of k^, we then get 

5T h xj[x'= S'h^xx - A~ „ — x x , 
■'■'K. ox*. 

or, 
4 h^x. x - 3:' h,x' x '-f 4^- X X , -7^5/ *** •+- -t* *** /f- ± A ^ -*«' 

where X^=x^,. We can now treat the positive definite non-singular 

form 

in the same way, getting 

where 

and 

h^x^x/ ~ ^ h xZx" - 4~X X , 

(r = l,2,...,n-2), x/* x; ~ç3 x^ - x; ♦cf_x_( +c^x^ 

xj, = x_, 4/1^. 

After performing this process n times, we finally obtain the 

equations of lemma 3» 
A Ai A 

Lemma 4. »7~ ,. «. »-r—• are all positive, A, 
For, by lemma 3, 

'A_ 

T x,x, + r xx+...+ rxx^o, I I Jrx f XX "/H-/ •«- ^ 
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Set all the X‘s equal zero except Xj#0. Then -r— must he greater 

than or equal to zero, and by lemma 2, It is not equal to zero. 

The theorem follows directly from lemmas 3 and 4i 

4* (*. + /^x* + • • * ) (*. +Âjcv + ... tgJLj 
^ A 
+lf (x*+• • •+ H.O +

^
X
J 
+
- • • + ?JL) +• • • * AT 

Equating coefficients of Xr\. on the two sides of the equation, 

we have 

h = ^ ' 1 " Ae> 
> JLL 

Ao 

£&#,.+ If 
> A ^ 

“ XT 

h = 
ko ^ 

This gives 

Ib«2 
Ai A *j 
K Â, 

H. 

Or, for either positive definite or negative definite Hermitlan 

determinants, 

mod H 5IT (mod h..) Q, • E • D 


